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Editorial

What is deaf identity? It all
depends on how at ease you are
with being deaf or hard-of-hearing.
Aaron Williamson’s Wild Boy presents fascinating contrasts (p.12).
Circumstance isn’t the whole story. As Richard Thomas’ King’s Wood
review highlights, certain attitudes can make a world of difference (p.4).
That happens regardless of where we are. Art history also becomes ours,
through the making of our own ‘Salon’ for a day (p.7).
Love it? Hate it? Fill in our marketing survey (enclosed) if you haven’t
done so already. Or e-mail us your comments – feedback is always
welcome.
Melissa Mostyn

News

DadaS o u t h ’s
K n o w
Your Business are one-day
workshops designed to support
deaf and disabled artists in their
professional development,
comprising issues around selfemployment, goal-setting and
networking.
Led by professionals with either
experience of disability or an
understanding of the issues in
relation to deaf and disabled
people in the arts, the workshops
can be attended individually or
as a three-part package over
three weeks and are free, but
advance booking is essential.
They will take place in Oxford
(19, 26 Nov and 3 Dec 2007),
Milton Keynes (21, 28 Jan and 4
Feb 2008) and Southampton (25
Feb, 3 and 10 Mar 2008).
For details, please email
suzanne@dada-south.org.uk
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Fund-raising update: Salon is
thrilled to announce that we have
won a £20,000 grant from the
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation to
toward
programme
go
co-ordination fees for the next
two years.
The Foundation has a particular
focus on supporting the visual
arts up to 2008 and we are proud
to have been deemed a worthy
recipient.
Equality 2025, the disabled and
deaf people’s network set up by
the Government, is seeking deaf
artists who can exhibit works
electronically – such as a DVD –
during their first public meeting
at the International Conference
Centre, in Birmingham, on 12th
November 2007.
The group works with disability
organisations across the UK in
proposing equality policies that
truly reflect the interests of deaf
and disabled people and the

meeting is a rare opportunity to
showcase deaf and disability
arts.
Email elisney@gmail.com
In a move designed to boost
diversity
within
arts
management practice, Salon’s
Programme Co-ordinator has
been invited by Oxford Brookes
University to be a guest lecturer
for their BA Arts Management
Course. Backed by European
Social Funding, Melissa Mostyn
will touch upon the key issues
about working with deaf and
hard-of-hearing people in the
arts this November.
At the time of writing, Salon’s
Board of Trustees were due to
meet on Thursday 25th October
in London. Items for discussion
include the recruitment of a
Chair who can support Salon in
consolidating its vision for deaf
and hard-of-hearing visual
artists. (Continues on page 3)

If you can recommend a suitable
candidate for the role, or you
think you have what it takes to be
Chair, please email us on
info@salonart.org.uk enclosing a
CV and short covering letter
detailing your skills and
abilities.
Right: Colin Redwood at work on a
sculpture, King’s Wood, 2007. Photo by
Miles Thomas Below: Natural Satellite
by the same artist, also 2007. Photo by
Melissa Mostyn.
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Comment

Since 2006, Modern Art Oxford’s partnership
with Salon has developed into a long-term
commitment to supporting deaf and hard-of hearing visual artists in the South-East.

Salon’s first workshop at the gallery last year, with artist Miles Thomas, was
crucial in both building deaf audiences and bringing deaf and hard-of- hearing
visual artists into the mainstream. Indeed this particular workshop drew my
attention to Miles’ practice and his experience of delivering high-quality
workshops with children.
As a result - as part of our core education programme - he has so far run a
highly successful and popular workshop for 8-12 year olds, with another one
booked for December. His inclusion in Modern Art Oxford’s team of freelance
artists has really strengthened our relationship with Salon and its artists.
I am looking forward to Salon’s next workshop here next Spring and to finding
new ways of working with, and supporting, the development of this unique and
invaluable service that is Salon.
Fiona Heathcote, Community and Education Co-ordinator, Modern Art Oxford
Above: artwork by Miles Thomas and 8-to-12 year olds during his Create & Collaborate workshop at Modern Art Oxford, May
2007. Photo by Melissa Mostyn
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In The Frame

Below: No Place To Go
by David Bloch (19052002). Published
courtesy of Rochester Institute of Technology. One of 60 acrylic
paintings created between 1977 and 1980, No Place To Go recalls the
heartbreak of Jewish people who lost their families and livelihoods in
the Holocaust.

A prelingually-deaf survivor of Dachau, upon his release two years later
in 1941 Bloch fled his native Germany for Shanghai, and then New
York. On retirement he produced a substantial number of woodcuts and
paintings around the traumatic memories of the Third Reich that had
haunted him all his life, purposefully cutting masonite sheets to a size
measuring 13” x 48” in homage to the boxcars that drove its victims to
the concentration camps.Fittingly, No Place To Go is as symbolic of our
fear of our sense of self as deaf people as it is of the Jewish people’s
actual loss.
More information on David Bloch can be found on www.rit.edu/~420www/dada.htm
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Perspective: Salon in King’s Wood
Following a five-day retreat in King’s Wood last summer, artist and lecturer Richard
Thomas led a ‘public conversation’ with Salon about the temporary installations
made by our artists there. This is his review.
There are traditions of producing art in woodland, but what would a group of deaf and hard-ofhearing artists make of this environment?
Sheng-Kai Chou wove together branches and bracken to produce tilted, translucent, geometrical
shapes on stilts. These shapes seemed to match the planes of leaves in the tree above, echoing the
rhythm of his sculpture. Martin Glover created a dynamic and elegant sweeping curve from long,
flexible, sweet chestnut stems, bent and interlaced amongst a small cluster of trees. These artists led
me to meditate on the urge to make connections and forge dynamic and harmonious relationships.
Alex Kemp subjected resistant nature to geometry by tying twigs to create cubes swinging in the
breeze from a near horizontal branch. He also made the cylinder of a vertical tree-trunk bristle with
an attack from a shower of spiked twigs driven into it.
Other work was deliberately puzzling and strangely at odds with a woodland setting. These were
statements from another culture that I struggled to understand. Why is there a helicopter pad where
trees would prevent it landing? What are these road-markings and street signs doing here? An
anxiety about barriers to communication was confronted by Martin Glover and the H marked out
with leaves and branches seemed to stand for ‘Hearing’ as well as ‘Helicopter’.
I was completely wrong-footed by the impression of a street amongst the trees, created by Hamish
Roberts. Here, ‘Stop-Look-Switch Off’ replaces the message ‘Stop-Look-Listen’ at the moment
when deaf artists choose for themselves and step onto the road to free expression, racing down the
road that leads to making ‘Dumb Art’.
Colin Redwood’s vast satellite dish, made of bracken, suggested that the urge for communication is
entirely natural and in itself is of huge importance to these artists.
Isolation often undermines individual artists, so it was good to see a whole group positively engaged
in interacting and developing a culture to match their own interests and frustrations.
I was made to spend time looking at the materials of the forest with added wonder by some of the
art produced, and made to understand some of the issues that are specific to deaf people in their
struggle for expression. The forest was not an escape or a place where the group forgot about their
urban existence. They took up the materials and varied character of the setting in an energetic way
and wove from it patterns of profound meaning.
Right: Old Man’s Ear by Martin Glover, King’s Wood, 2007. Photo by Miles Thomas. For more images, see our King’s
Wood photo galleries on www.salonart.org.uk
The release of our Salon in King’s Wood DVD has been re-scheduled to January 2008. Participants and members will
get first priority for a free copy. For more info, email info@salonart.org.uk
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Perspective: Make Your Own Salon
During Big Draw month, Salon collaborated with Mary Hare students to contribute black
and white drawings to a ‘Salon’ designed by Miles Thomas. Confused? Melissa Mostyn
reports.
What is a drawing? A map drawn for an enquiring passer-by, a casual life study, or a quick-fire fashion
sketch?
Robbed we may virtually be of traditional draughtsmen in modern times, but at least The Big Draw gives
the nation an impetus to draw once again. The brainchild of Quentin Blake, it takes place every October
as part of the Campaign for Drawing - and last month, with Make Our Own Salon, Salon was just one of
many organisers enthusiastically joining the initiative.
For a week we were artists-in-residence at Mary Hare School, with Miles Thomas inventing a witty
hardboard ‘Salon’ – complete with monochrome paisley wallpaper - in homage to the Paris Salon of
historical times. On the first day I placed Salon in an art history context via PowerPoint with fifteen Year
11 students, thus setting the scene for two days of drawing practice. (continues on page 8)
Left: Cactus by Alex Kemp, King’s Wood, 2007. Photo by Miles Thomas. Below: a 1:20 scale model of the ‘Salon’, designed by
Miles Thomas, in preparation for the set build. Photo by Melissa Mostyn.
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This was not just any old scribble. Various drawings by the students - lively floral abstracts, a
Picasso-like face, an intricate moth - made with cross-hatching and pointillism techniques, were
transferred onto acetate at 25% their original size and then projected onto huge sheets of white
cardboard for them to trace with thick, black markers.
Next, to ensure they filled up the ‘Salon’ properly – no mean feat given its slanted design - Miles
marked and cut out the drawings in various skewed rectangles. They were then ‘framed’ with
matching designs by the students and ‘hung’ in the ‘Salon’ with sticky fixers.
The ‘Salon’ was finally launched in the auditorium of Arlington Arts, the school’s resident arts
centre, to great acclaim on Saturday 6th October, for the day. Visitors received an entry form listing
untitled ‘theories’ by the students (first prize: a free subscription to The Lounge), which they had to
match to the works being exhibited. This encouraged them to look again, thus appreciating the art
before them.
The ‘Salon’ now lies in storage at Mary Hare School, awaiting a prospective tour – and more
converts to the art of drawing.

Below: the finished ‘Salon’, Arlington Arts Centre, 2007. Right: Mary Hare students at work. Photos by Melissa Mostyn.
For more Big Draw images, see ‘Gallery’ on www.salonart.org.uk
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Profile

With Wild Boy, performance artist Aaron Williamson
explores the meaning of belonging to a world that
cannot be manipulated by society and compares it with
the deaf world today.

Taking inspiration from Francois Truffant’s The Wild Child – which traced the
life of Victor of Aveyron, a boy who grew up in the woods and was adopted by
1790s French society who mistook his indifference to sound for deafness – in
2005 Williamson spent six weeks in a wig and a sackcloth tunic at London’s
Showroom gallery, prowling a makeshift forest made unreal with Day-Glo
leaves and light spirals on the walls.
For the visitor, the performance piece highlights interesting associations. With
no ‘buffer zone’ in evidence – upon entering the gallery you head straight into
a darkened, weirdly psychedelic woodland - a deaf person might fear the
shadowy figure quietly scratching himself in one corner. How would his
hearing counterpart feel entering a deaf club for the first time? In the midst of
thewoods, Aaron Williamson effectively reinforces the ‘otherness’ of deaf
culture.
Below: Aaron Williamson in situ during his Wild Boy live art installation at The Showroom,
2005. (c) Aaron Williamson.
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